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Next Month

We will publish the second in the series of articles by Hartley Harrison on Filters, Their Use and Effect. Mr. Harrison is well grounded in Filters, having been in the manufacture of them for many years.

EMERY HUSE will launch the first of a series of articles on the practical side of the laboratory as a sequel to his articles which were recently completed on Densitometry.

TWO STORIES relating the technical experiences of two members of the American Society of Cinematographers ... telling how they met the unusual in a practical way.

RIDDLE ME THIS will give the opinion of some of the leading Cinematographers of the Camera’s relation to the present vogue of musicals.

PHOTOGRAPHY of the month. An unbiased view of the efforts of the Cinematographer to register on the screen the moods and psychology of the recent releases.

Late developments in the industry will also be reported and other news of technical interest to the entire industry.
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When 1/5000 of a dew drop is a FLOOD

- WATER vapor is present in every bit of air we breathe. Ordinarily, we cannot see it, cannot feel it. Yet inside a lamp bulb, General Electric scientists found that mere traces of this invisible water vapor become as destructive as a mighty flood!

For, water vapor hastens evaporation of the lamp filament; it speeds the blackening of the bulb; and brings a corresponding loss of light and lamp life. The presence of even 1 part of water vapor in 100,000 parts of the efficiency-increasing gas with which Edison MAZDA lamps are filled, means trouble!

To guard against this destructive force, General Electric takes extreme caution. The "filling" gas is specially dried; every bulb is washed out with dry gas several times before it is sealed in; and water-absorbing chemicals are left within the bulb. That is why a single drop of dew contains more water vapor than 5,000 Edison MAZDA lamps of the size most commonly used in motion picture work.

Such microscopic carefulness is typical of General Electric's efforts to produce the best lamps for your needs... from "set" lighting to special "process" work. General Electric Company, Nela Park, Cleveland, O.
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Solve it with the Motor-Driven

**EYEMO**

Portability with the Eyemo 35 mm. hand camera means not mere "mobility" but real pick-up-and-carry portability. Where you've a problem that requires constant sound speed of 24 frames and the placing of a camera in impossible places or carrying it impossible distances—then that's the job for the Eyemo.

The Eyemo has seven precisely governed speeds, three-lens turret, variable viewfinder, Cooke 47 mm. F2.5 lens, 100 foot film capacity, and both built-in spring motor and hand-crank drives. 12- or 110-volt electric motor and 200- or 400-foot magazine, as illustrated, may be had. Write for full details.

---

**So You're Going to (Name Your Own Vacation Spot)!**

... then take along a **FILMO**

Have you that fine flair for recreation that makes each vacation moment exhilarating, self-renewing—a thing to be savoured in the memory? Then you, too, will thrill to Filmo movies with the thousands of other Filmo-owning vacationers who are preserving the action and the color of their summer playtime to live over again in dramatic, theater-quality motion pictures. Filmo Personal Movie Cameras and Projectors, preferred the world over by discriminating vacationers and travelers, are products of Bell & Howell Company, the world's leading designers and manufacturers of professional movie equipment. *You can't go wrong with a Filmo.* Write today for literature.

---

**What You See You Get — With**

**BELL & HOWELL**

**FILMO**

Bell & Howell Co., 716 North La Brea Ave., Hollywood; 1848 Larchmont Ave., Chicago; 11 West 42nd St., New York; 320 Regent St. London, (B & H Co., Ltd.) Est. 1907.

---

*Filmo 70-D Camera, with seven film speeds, three-lens turret, and a score of other refinements. $251 and up, tax paid. Other Filmos $92 and up, tax paid. Filmo Projectors, $133 and up.*

---

PERSONAL MOVIE CAMERAS AND PROJECTORS
Special Effect Use Of Filters

by Hartley Harrison

It is really a misnomer to place any certain type of filters under one class and call them effect filters because, strictly speaking, any filter may be or may not be an effect filter, depending upon the condition under which it is used and the subject that is being photographed.

Any filter that is chosen in an attempt to create a special effect is chosen with the idea in mind of creating an out of balance condition on the negative and to present a different pictorial condition, of the particular scenes or subjects that are being photographed, from the one that is actually seen visually; and, of course, this difference ranges from the greatest extremes, such as some of the trick shots of completely eliminating certain portions of the scenes, to such slight differences that they are sometimes hard to discern.

If our premise is correct in the use of a particular filter under certain conditions gives a special effect, the subject and conditions playing a major part, then it should be more logical to say that the filter was used to create a special effect or a special effect use, rather than a special effect filter. As a certain effect with a particular filter can only be duplicated by duplicating the conditions under which the filter was used.

Keeping the thought in mind of a special effect use of a filter, there should be less confusion in the selection of the filter for a special effect providing the fundamental functions of color filters are always applied to the particular conditions and although it may seem elementary to some I believe it is fitting to review the fundamental functions of color filters relative to photographic conditions.

In reviewing the fundamental functions of color filters we will cover only the practical applications of filters as the photographer uses them, and not incorporate any of the great mass of theories which apply primarily to laboratory tests and laboratory experiments.

There are two kinds of transparent color filters, selective and non-selective. The non-selective filters are the so-called neutral densities. They transmit all of the colors and in effect only diminish all of the light, regardless of the color, in proportion to their density. The selective color filters are divided into three divisions:

(a). A transparent color filter allows substantially all
Continued on Page 72
The Riddle: What is your opinion of the value of natural-color cinematography?

Darryl Francis Zanuck, Producer with United Artists.

"I believe that color photography is a distinct enhancement to any picture, provided the colors are natural and true, and not harmful to the eyes. Our recent productions 'Doctor X' and 'Mystery of the Wax Museum,' made in Technicolor, were greatly enhanced by expert natural-color cinematography."

Fred W. Jackman, A.S.C., Director of Scientific Research and Special-effects supervisor, Warner Bros.-First National Studios.

"In my experience, working with natural-color processes—particularly Technicolor—has proved no different from working with ordinary black-and-white cinematography. Every type of special-effects work (with the natural exception of complementary-color transparency processes) is equally satisfactory in Technicolor. In the color productions we have recently made, we employed miniatures, glass shots, optical printing and projected backgrounds exactly as we would in normal monochrome productions, and with perfect freedom and success. Natural-color cinematography does not impose any restrictions upon the special-process department, and can give excellent results."

Al Gilks, A.S.C., Cinematographer, formerly with Technicolor.

"Having used both Technicolor and Multicolor as well as black-and-white for many years, I am enthusiastic about the possibilities of color-cinematography on productions suited to color. When serving as Chief Cinematographer for the recent Vanderbilt Oceanographic Expedition, I used both Technicolor and black-and-white. I was governed in my work solely by the nature of the scene: there were some scenes to which color would add little, if anything; for these I naturally chose the less expensive monochromatic photography. Other scenes, however, literally demanded color; and I photographed them in Multicolor with truly beautiful results. It is the same in regular production: some types of picture will literally demand color, while others will offer little opportunity for any but fine black-and-white photography. Such films as 'Congress Dances,' 'The Sign of the Cross,' and the like would be greatly enhanced by good natural-color cinematography. On the other hand, color could add nothing to a film like 'Scarface,' 'Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,' or 'Arrowsmith,' in which the relatively cold qualities of fine black-and-white photography are of real value."

Henry Sharp, A.S.C., Cinematographer of 'The Black Pirate,' etc.

"Natural-color cinematography can be a tremendous aid to a picture, but it demands special care not alone in the photographing, but in the art-direction, set-dressing and costume. When we made Doug Fairbanks' 'The Black Pirate' we spent many weeks in making tests, first of the Technicolor process itself, and then of sets, players and costumes before we were anywhere near ready to start on actual production. Once production was started, too, we were given time and all the facilities necessary to make every shot perfect. Naturally, this is not the case in most instances today. The men who make color productions today are to be congratulated on the excellent results they turn out under the restrictions of modern necessities; I am sure they could do far better with more time for testing, coordination with the art department, and for making every shot perfect during actual production. I know that I would enjoy making 'The Black Pirate' over again with the modern, perfected Technicolor—provided we could work as painstakingly as we did when we actually made the picture. But I would hate to try to get perfect results in color under today's system of small budgets, curtailed preparation, and abbreviated schedules."

Ray Rennahan, Cinematographer of 'Dr. X,' 'Wax Museum,' 'The Runaround,' etc.

"At present, we have very little basis for comparing natural-color productions with black-and-white, for most of the color productions of recent years have been regarded as 'specials.' However, from my own recent experience in photographing several all-color productions, made in Technicolor, I can say that color need not necessarily mean any added time or expense (other than the natural difference in cost between black-and-white and any color process). It will, however, mean harder work for three units of the troupe; the camera-crew, the electricians, and the grips. For color, we must use larger lighting units, and more of them; the color-cameras are larger, and require bigger, heavier blimps; and a majority of our lightings must necessarily be effect-lightings. All of this means harder work; but with an efficient staff, this need not take any more time than making effect-lightings for black-and-white. And it will certainly give superior results in the form of more effective, more beautiful photography.

"As I have said, the majority of all-color productions have been 'specials,' and have accordingly been given longer schedules and more generous budgets than the average program release. I do not believe, however, that they have been treated as 'specials' because they were to be made in color, but that, on the contrary, they were made in color because they were 'specials.' After all, monochrome 'special' productions recently made—such as 'King Kong,' and the like—have enjoyed far longer schedules than those of any recent color-film.

"The few times when color has been used for program attractions, we have been able to work on the same schedules, budgets, etc., as though we were making the same picture in black-and-white. For instance, in R-K-O's recent release, 'The Runaround' (originally called 'Warring at the Church'), we worked under exactly the same conditions which would have applied if we had been making the picture in black-and-white; some large sets, some small sets, and some exterior locations. We finished the picture three days under the original black-and-white schedule, and within the budget. That, I think, answers the question perfectly: color may involve more work for the cinematographers, electricians and grips, but if they are efficient, color need add nothing to the schedule—and the results,
I knew I had to take plenty of oil with me. Oil to keep the machinery going, oil to put on a protecting film on all metal, so as to keep out that deadly moisture that seems to start eating the minute it touches any metal surface . . . creating rust . . . creating trouble. I would oil the camera, inside and out, not less than twice a week. Things would mildew over night. This moisture growth would be on our leather cases by morning—on our clothes if we didn’t keep them dry. Razor strops would rot . . . so I grew a beard. At least it was one thing less to oil.

Gelatine filters crumbled away. I lost all that I had. They were useless after a few days down there in that clinging moisture where sweat seems to attack everything.

Moisture is the great enemy of the cinematographer, not only in what it will do to the equipment, but what it will do to the film emulsion itself. We kept it hermetically sealed until we wanted to use it. Then we would take out only enough for a load. We had taken a supply of film in 400 foot cans. These we taped and sealed with paraffine; then we placed them in larger tins containing felt, the felt to act as padding and possibly gather a bit of moisture. These cans we then soldered as a further protection against moisture.

But our trouble wasn’t over with that protection. After we had exposed the film we placed it in a humidor containing Calcium Chloride. We used this to attract all of the moisture from the film before sealing it up again for shipment back to the United States for development.

The experience I had with the film I took with me for the Leica camera is an indication of what will happen to emulsion down there when that penetrating moisture attacks it. I was a bit more careless with this film than with the stock we brought along for production purposes. I had it in one big roll. I’d never do that again. I’d break it up in small rolls in small cans, each sufficient for one load. Every time I opened that big can and broke into that big roll I permitted moisture to creep in. I knew it. I say I was a bit careless with that film. Once I left it in the camera too long. When I took it out the emulsion had started to stick to the polished side of the film. Small particles separated from its base. My shots were spoiled.

Some of our film we developed right there in the jungle. We would take the water from wells and filter it through cheese cloth. We would wrap the wooden tanks containing the developing mixtures in burlap and keep them saturated with water to create refrigeration by evaporation, but the lowest temperature we could get in this way was 70 degrees. This meant we had to mix our solution to fit the temperature so that it would not act too rapidly. It also meant we had a difficult time in getting that moisture out of the emulsion again. We took it out of the rinsing water just as soon as good developing practice would permit and then placed it on the drums we had made right there in Ceylon. These drums were turned by natives to create the air circulation we needed. However, after these negatives came back here to the states, to the laboratory, they were washed again. This time thoroughly, carefully. There was no danger back here of not being able to get them dry before they were ruined with dirt, or the action of some native.

All our production stills were made with the Leica camera. It meant carrying less equipment. All of one kind of film and more pictures at less expense.

We had two cameras as regular equipment, one for black and white and one for color. As a spare we had a

(Continued on Page 73)
We Wore Silk Gloves In Alaska

by C. S. Pratt, Sound Engineer, MGM

We were assigned to Alaska to make a picture. This was about a year ago. We were up there in that sub-zero climate for ten months. We learned a great deal in spite of the fact that we felt we had covered every contingency before we left.

For many weeks before we started we created weather in a refrigerator with dry ice to a temperature of 100 degrees below zero. We operated all of our equipment under these conditions. But, one thing we overlooked that proved vital. When we landed up there in that snow covered country we experienced a rise in temperature over night from 40 degrees below zero to 25 degrees above. That was the one thing that gave us trouble—change in temperature.

We had prepared for the cold. We had insulated the batteries before we left with several layers of insulator. Shipped these batteries in their insulator only to find that we should not have placed the acid in them before shipping. It had seeped out and eaten all of our insulation.

We reloaded these batteries with acid after we arrived, made a covering for them of pine, placed chemical heat in the box and covered the box with elk skin. Under extreme cold the batteries get sluggish . . . they lose their vitality. We had to be careful of this as it was misery for a company of players and technicians to stand around on the ice in weather of 40 below waiting for us to fix the mechanical things. This happened to us only once. We quickly discovered we could hook up to the generator furnishing the juice for the booster lights. But from then on we watched our batteries. They not only became sluggish, but when the equipment they had to turn over became extremely cold they also provided a bigger load for the batteries to turn over. Everything becomes sluggish in that severe cold.

When the thermometer made sudden and rapid drops we prayed for heat. It meant the oil in the machines would thicken . . . they would slow down. We wondered whether they would stop. When this happened we would have to clean the machinery from all lubrication; let it run dry. And we never knew when these sudden drops were going to hit us.

We had no trouble with the microphone. However we did discover it was necessary to keep the current flowing for several minutes before operating. This taught us to keep that current on all day so that when they were ready for action we did not have to heat the mike. Seemingly the electricity running through the element furnished enough heat to keep it in good workable condition.

Snow . . . Fine pulverized grains of snow was our next nemesis. I have seen a bucketful seep through a small nail hole. This meant we had to house our equipment in some way and at the same time make it mobile. We finally located it on a sledge, and over it we made a covering that did not look unlike the old covered wagon. That was our sound bungalow up there in the ice crusted land.

The sudden change of temperature was our greatest worry. Taking equipment indoors was a ticklish job. Moisture would congeal immediately. We had taken some Calcium Chloride with us. We placed quantities of this in the small cans in which the Kodak tape comes. These cans we placed inside the equipment before taking it indoors so that any moisture that might be contained in the equipment would be attracted to the Chloride as the temperature rose. Lenses we never took indoors. We left them out day and night.

Silk gloves . . . thin silk gloves we found one of our handiest possessions . . . not to keep the cold away, but to use in handling equipment. In that sub-zero temperature your fingers stick to a piece of metal as though they were glued. Skin comes off your fingers when you try to pull them away. The thin silk gloves worn inside your fur-lined mitts are mighty fine for quick action. Many pairs of them are needed. They do not last long, but they are very essential.

We took along a great deal of extra equipment—many spare parts, but the only replacement required in the entire ten months was one tube. In some instances we took as high as a 300% increase in parts and as low as 100%. We packed these spare parts of any particular article in three separate boxes. Let's say tubes. Instead of placing all of the tubes in one box we divided them into three boxes. This was so that if a box should become broken in transit or in handling and the goods damaged all of the one kind of spare parts would not have been lost. When the water was open we used liters for transportation and

Continued on Page 74
WHAT
1933 DEMANDS

NOT simply quality, but FIRST quality, is the watchword today. The pictures that “go over big” are being made under conditions and with materials that promise nothing but outstanding excellence... So look to your film! Use Eastman Sound Recording Film, and you can be sure that the sound you work so hard to perfect will come out unimpaired through the silvered screens of a critical movie world. This film gives what 1933 demands! Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, New York. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN
SOUND RECORDING FILM
Filmo All-Purpose Camera

An all-purpose 16 mm camera has just been announced by Bell & Howell. This camera, the Filmo 70-5 has four indicated film speeds and is equipped with a Cooke one-inch F 1.5 lens and a 216 degree shutter, giving it six and one-half times the speed of ordinary F 3.5 cameras. The F 1.5 lens is fine for Kodacolor, also, which means color pictures without additional lens expense.

The four indicated film speeds are half (8), normal (16), sound (24), and super (64) speed.

Victor 16 MM Sound-On-Film

Victor Animatograph Corp'n., Davenport, Ia., announces that actual production of the new Sound-On-Film Animatophone is well under way and that first deliveries will be made about June 1st.

The Sound head, comprised of exciter lamp, lens, sound gate, photo-electric cell and threading rolls, is side-mounted on the support base of the projector and occupies a space of only 2½"x4½"x6". The highly developed amplifier (5 tubes) is mounted at the rear of the projector and occupies a space of only 6"x7"x8". Auditorium speaker and 50 foot cord are housed in a removable side of the projector carrying case. The entire equipment in carrying case weighs only fifty pounds.

It is claimed by Victor that several optical, mechanical and phonetic features have been developed which have made possible a quality of reproduction that was unthought of in the beginning. The high frequency range which has been attained appears to be a particular source of pride to the makers.

Sound volume and picture illumination are sufficient for comparatively large school and church auditoriums.

It is understood that this initial model of the S-O-F Animatophone may be followed with a "Blimp" model, and possibly a combination model which will include the sound-on-disc equipment of the original Sound-On-Disc Animatophone.

The Animatophone will run SILENT as well as Sound film.

Roll Film Dryer

Burleigh Brooks announces a new roll film dryer which consists of two rubber rollers worked by a thumb arrangement between which the film is placed and merely pulled through.

A new Miniature Tank is also announced by Brooks. These are made of rust-proof metal, chromium plated requiring a small quantity of solution.

Included in his announcement is also a new enlarger paper holder. This contains a set of six masks which give enlargements with white border from approximately 3½x4" to 6x10". They are made to hinge on each other and because of their weight are said to hold the paper flat.

Kodak Dark Room Paint

A paint produced especially for photographic dark-room and laboratory purposes has been announced by the Eastman Kodak Company, identified with the name Kodacoat.

It is non-inflammable, non-fogging, non-reflecting, acid- and alkali-proof and waterproof; it resists all chemical solutions, including oxidizing and reducing agents; it contains no phenolic compounds, it will stick firmly to any dry material, it doesn't become brittle or flaky, it needs no thinning, it is quick-drying, and it is odorless.

With it, tanks made of wood, stone, cement, sheet iron, copper, or tin can be made waterproof and chemical-proof. It

Continued on Page 67

LEICA

Camera

May 19th, 1933

WHEREAS E. Leitz, Inc., has submitted to the American Society of Cinematographers its Leica Camera duly accompanied by the aforesaid manufacturer's claims and specifications for that article, and

WHEREAS the Testing Committee of the American Society of Cinematographers has duly tested the said product in accordance with these specifications and with practical tests, and

WHEREAS the said Testing Committee has found the said "Leica Camera" to be satisfactory according to the aforementioned claims and to have satisfactorily undergone the Committee's practical tests

THEREFORE does the Testing Committee of the American Society of Cinematographers certify that the said Leica Camera is worthy of the approval of the American Society of Cinematographers and does authorize the Secretary of the said Society to bestow upon the said Leica Camera the mark of the Society's approval, which Stamp of Approval does authorize the said E. Leitz, Inc. to imprint upon its product, the said "Leica Camera", and to use in its advertising of that product so long as the design and manufacture of that product do remain unchanged.
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Next Month . . .

• WHEN AND HOW TO USE SPECIAL EFFECTS . . . by Dewey Wrigley, A.S.C. With the advent of the new cameras giving the Cinephotographer the necessary attachments to crank in reverse, this will prove a timely article.

• SOMETHING ABOUT LENSES, STOPS, ETC. . . . by an expert. Explaining in detail what the various designations on the lenses mean, their purpose and how to use them.

• WHAT I LEARNED FROM A PROFESSIONAL . . . An amateur corners a professional and gets the proverbial "ear-full".

• INTENSIFYING YOUR 16 MM. PICTURES . . . William Stull, A.S.C., will tell you how to intensify a weak reversible print . . . a picture that has been underexposed so as to bring out all of its values.

• MAKING TESTS WITH AN 8 MM. CAMERA . . . A bit of economy combined with a pleasure that seeps through the entire family. The 8 mm. comes into its own in the hands of a Cinephotographer.

• HOW TO SHOOT THE AIR RACES . . . He planned it first, then shot it afterwards. Anyway, we will let this air enthusiast tell you of the thrill of shooting the gasoline birds at play.
One More Desirable Feature on the Victor 5

Makes the World's Finest Camera Value a Still Greater VALUE!

At no increase in price, Reverse Action for making Lap-Dissolves and Double Exposures is now included as a regular feature of the All-Feature Victor Model Five Camera.

The Model 5, already conceded to be the greatest Camera Value in the history of 16 mm, now becomes positively a sensation! There is no other 16 mm camera at anywhere near the same price which is so complete or so finely constructed as the Victor 5. And most certainly there is no other camera that even approaches it in VALUE!

Victor Movie Equipment will insure you of greater satisfaction and finer results from your summer movie making. Your every desire and need (including Kodakolor) has been anticipated and provided for by Victor.

Ask your dealer today to arrange a demonstration of Victor Products. In the meantime write direct for illustrated literature.

Victor Animatograph Corp.
Davenport, Iowa, U. S. A.
242 W. 33rd St., N.Y.C. 650 So. Grand, Los Angeles
I Like To Hunt—With a Camera

by Clark Gable, Cinephotographer

LIKE to hunt. Most men do, whether they’re bank presidents, farmers, or cowpunchers. There’s something about getting out in the open, forgetting for the moment all of the artificialities of what we call civilization, and living more nearly as nature intended us to live, that fills an important need in a man’s life. At any rate, I get a big kick out of living out doors with a bunch of good fellows who don’t give a hang who you are, as long as you’re “regular,” and can carry your end of the load, whether it is hitting a hard trail on horseback, scrambling up a mountain, or scrambling a bunch of eggs for a camp breakfast. On the other hand, I’m not so strong on killing things.

Most of our wild animals are so appealingly, vibrantly alive, and seem to get so much enjoyment out of being alive, that I feel rather guilty at being responsible for putting an end to their enjoyment. I suppose this feeling is common to most men who have had tough spots in their own lives, when everything seemed to break wrong, and the next meal (like the animal’s) was highly problematical. I’ve met a lot of other fellows who feel the same way about it, too. Anyhow, that’s the way I feel: I get a huge thrill out of being out in the open, and hunting things down—but I’m not so fond of killing them once I’ve found them; the philosophers say that in hunting, as in most everything else, it is the pursuit that we enjoy rather than the capture—anticipation rather than realization. Well, I’m not much of a philosopher, but I’ve learned how to get the fullest and most lasting enjoyment out of my hunting-trips.

How?

With a 16 mm. camera.

After being privileged to serve as one of the judges in the AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER’S amateur movie contest last fall, I began to get an idea that 16 mm. and hunting ought to go well together. So I went into a huddle with Johnny Arnold—and emerged the proud (and rather nervous) possessor of a very complete 16 mm. outfit. Up to that time, I don’t suppose I’d ever even made a snapshot with a “Brownie”—or if I had, they were the sort I wanted to forget. At any rate, I didn’t know the first thing about taking pictures of any kind; but John showed me how my outfit worked, told me what to do and what not to do—and the results surprised me. Between the camera I chose, and John’s capable instructions, something happened that covered up my inexperience completely.

Of course I made mistakes—who doesn’t?—and I’m still making plenty of them; but on the other hand, I’ve gotten more enjoyment out of making my own movies than I’d have imagined anyone could. Luckily, Bill Daniels was the cinematographer in charge of the first picture I made after getting my outfit—and he and Johnnie Arnold took me in hand and put my movie-making years ahead of where it would have been otherwise.

While I was working on that picture, I started a sort of a film-diary of my work at the studio, my friends, co-workers, and so on, that will be a mighty valuable thing to me in years to come. After all, none of us can expect to be active in the picture business forever; I, for one, expect to retire some day, and settle down to grow old quietly. Then, these reels I’m building up of my work and friends of today will be a wonderful thing—a living, moving record of my memories.

But all of that is secondary to the real reason I got my camera—to take the place of a rifle when I go hunting. If you “get” a cougar, a deer or a grizzly with lead, that’s the end of it; but if you “get” him on the film, you’ve got him forever, with all of the vibrant movement and activity of life. And you get an even bigger thrill out of trailing him with a camera than out of killing him with a gun. At least, I do.

Soon after I finished “The White Sister,” I had my first opportunity to take my 16 mm. outfit a-hunting. A bunch of us went out into the wilder parts of Arizona after cougars, and my filmo went with us. By that time—thanks to John Arnold and Bill Daniels—I’d learned enough about photography so that I wasn’t making too many mistakes, so I brought back some pretty good pictures. I learned a lot, too, about hunting with a movie-camera; some of it might be useful to other amateurs who are as keen about hunting and movie-making as I am.

Continued on Page 70
Shooting an Indian Sun Dance

by Ralph Newcomb, Cinephotographer

It was the annual sun-dance celebration held by the Bannock Indians at the Fort Hall reservation near Pocatello, Idaho. I had driven some two hundred and fifty miles to catch that festive Indian atmosphere in motion pictures. The matter of continuity for the picture had been planned beforehand and everything was going along nicely for me.

The continuity as planned called for an opening shot upon the buildings at the Indian Agency with a painted sign, giving the name of the agency, in the immediate foreground. Then some scenes of activity at the agency—store, post office, etc. Then out toward the festivities. About midway, the car was parked alongside the road and scenes shot through the open window to catch the variety of traffic going to the celebration. Indians in cars—mostly open models, Indians in rattletaps, Indians in buckboards, and Indians on horse back. A variety of angles were used to show the sardine-like passenger load carried by these various vehicles—the dust, the jolts, and that continuous line trailing through the sage brush towards a distant clump of willow brush and white tents.

Then some shots of the big crowd itself. Human interest shots of the silent squaws, the talkative old men, of young girls dressed in gay modern styles and of young girls draped in blankets—the new and the old.

The attendant camp gound dotted with canvas tents of variety in shape and size, each surrounded with a high hedge of willow brush, offered some very interesting bits of action. Indian children are untruly and papa has to spank, just like white men. In fact, some rare movie gems of Indian home life can here be secured if the cameraman will develop enough patience. All of these scenes above mentioned must be taken through your car window and a three-inch lens can be used to advantage, the point being that you must take your pictures unobserved. To show the importance of obscurity I will continue my experience in the attempt to photograph the dance itself.

Leaving the camera locked safely in the car, I was now scouting around looking for angles, best lighting, and that precious obscurity. The region of the stoic squaws looked the least forbidding. Perhaps I could shoot thirty or forty feet and get away before the camera attracted too much attention.

Returning to the car I took the camera out of the case, hid it under my jacket and walked cautiously to a point outside the brush enclosure and a little apart from the squaws and children.

The light was perfect and a good rift found among the leaves and branches through which I could train the camera upon both the dancers and the musicians. I stood for a moment—no one was paying any attention to me—Now! I set the lens at the proper stop and focus, wound the spring tight, put the viewfinder to my eye, trained it upon a dancer just advancing, pressed the release—a slight buzz of machinery—then, WHAM! . . . The viewfinder peeled a little skin off my eye in its sudden forced descent. I still hung on to the camera although some strenuous force was trying to wrest it from me.

What happened?—Well, just plenty. One of those impassive unseeing elderly squaws had come up from behind and had struck down upon the camera with all her strength—and she did not stop at that. She was for tearing it up.

That did start a lot of jibbering encouragement from the rest of the female group. I jerked the camera away without making any more fuss than possible and hurried back to the car. I was followed by one short round fellow wearing a black shirt, with a black silk handkerchief tied around his neck, and with two long braids of hair dropping down from beneath a wide, black and well beaded hat.

"What you got?" he asked, pointing toward the camera.

"Pictures," I answered.

"No! No!" He shook his head. "Head man no let pictures," then added, "For much money, head man let pictures."

"How much?" I asked.

"Me see head man. Cost much money," was his reply. I shook my head and put the camera back into the case hoping that such action might at least take off his accent on the word, "much." He did not seem the least concerned.

One of the men from the Indian agency then came over to see what the excitement was all about. When I told him of my trouble he merely laughed and said that the Indians were becoming money smart. A few years ago a news reel cameraman came to one of their dances and

Continued on page 71
 Studying the Professional

by Karl Hale

There is no finer series of pictures for the amateur to study than the Fox Movietone Magic Carpets. Look them over and you'll realize that everyone of them are silent pictures. The sound that has been dubbed in is mostly descriptive or merely musical background. Study them carefully and you'll secure a mighty valuable education in cutting, in continuity, and in what to shoot when you are visiting foreign cities, strange lands and other points in your travels.

Several pictures put out under that banner have been of cities. One was of Manhattan, the other of Berlin. These two pictures do not go in for monuments, big buildings, bridges and other things of that nature. They go after the soul and spirit of the city. They show the teeming life, the cosmopolitan atmosphere of those towns. People are shown, types, right in action. These cameramen employed long distance lenses and got pictures of people who did not know their picture was being taken. They showed them at work on the sidewalks, at meals, and cut into all of this was the nature of the life in that section, the whizzing cars, the rumbling trucks, taxis, elevated roads, push carts. The thing was human, interesting, some thing that everyone will enjoy.

A record like that of a city will live forever. Shots of prominent buildings, prominent people, seem so useless. You can clip them out of newspapers, buy them on post cards. It's the unusual that's valuable ... that's interesting.

Those of you who might be visiting the Century of Progress this year in Chicago, could very well keep those Magic Carpets in mind. Pass up the scenes that you can get on postcards. Get the spirit of the Exposition. People from all lands and all climes. Here's where a long distance lens is going to prove mighty valuable to the Cinematographer. You'll have to get some pictures when they do not know you are taking them. It will be more interesting to show someone tying a shoe lace in that whirlpool of traffic than it would be to show the contour of the most beautiful building. Show them eating their lunch on the benches. Switch to the beautiful restaurants for contrast. Show the poor and show the haughty, flashes, interesting angles, flashes of the police directing traffic, giving information to the confused, taking care of the lost children. There is one of the grandest pictures you ever shot, in that exposition, if you'll keep your nose for news to the ground and your picture eye peeled.

Not only that fair, but any place you might visit. An individual tree picked out from a forest of trees is more interesting. If you could lap dissolve from the waves of Lake Michigan, on the shores of which this Exposition is going to be held, into some fountain or some other scene that might suggest itself as you travel about, you would secure some mighty fine effects.

Get the spirit of that exposition. It will be a joy to you forever. And when you are roaming about with your camera, keep the professional in mind, especially those scenes of travel you have admired, those scenes of cities and people which they have put on the screen for your entertainment. Don't just shoot because something looks spectacular, perhaps it is the color in the scene that intrigues you. Remember you can't get that color on the film. It is black and white. There is more interesting color in humans, in their actions, snapped quickly, intimately, that will give you a picture you will be proud of the rest of your life.

What if you don't know the people you are shooting. They are representative of a cross section of the Fair. They are the spirit of the thing. When you photograph the spirit of anything, you get one of the finest pictures you can secure. Maybe it's a certain angle that will bring it out better than anything else. Try it out. Don't shoot your scenes too long. Make them short, make them snappy ... kaleidoscopic. You will find your picture will grip the attention of everyone who sees it. It will be a picture you'll never tire of.

This same principle of picture making holds good in the small town. It has a spirit. It has something that separates and identifies it from other towns. If it is the center of a farming community, you can show the effect of the agriculturist on that city. You switch from a farm scene to the town combining and interlacing the two showing that they are really one.

While we stressed the Movietone Magic Carpet, still there are other productions. You will usually find them among the "shorts" on the theater program. The un-
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Dan Clark, A.S.C., noted for his outdoor photography, in a typical setting
Light Control... Inside and Out

by George W. Hesse
Cinephotographer

Photography is essentially the manipulation of light. In still work we have an enormous amount of control over the negative, we can retouch or etch it as we see fit. In printing or enlarging we are enabled to dodge or shade it to produce a better rendering of our subject than originally contained in the negative. All such methods are barred the cine enthusiast. He must exercise his control by means of the light with which he is photographing the scene.

Thus in order to manipulate the light to suit our requirements we must have absolute control over it. In interior work this is relatively easy as we can control the light at its source and we are absolute master over the intensity, direction and quality of light. In outdoor work it is a bit more difficult. We have the sun and reflected light; or on cloudy days, we have an even, diffused light.

If the angle of light, softness or harshness displeases us we can't very well order the sun to do as we wish. While we cannot master the light and we must take it as it is given to us, all is not lost for we can control it and bend it to our bidding. All other factors being equal, camera work, acting, direction and story, it is the proper control of light which makes the difference between a mediocre picture and one which gains the whole-hearted enthusiasm of the audience.

Interiors are perhaps the simplest and easiest lighting effects to arrange... for we have a supreme and positive control over our illumination. We can place our light sources where and how we want them. Shading and modeling are greatly simplified as compared to exterior work.

Today with super-sensitive emulsions and the handy photo-flood lamps, our interior scenes are bounded only by our ingenuity and imagination. Heretofore, with the relatively expensive, high-powered units necessary for interior photography, we had an acceptable excuse for confining our interiors to close-ups and semi close-ups.

Our first problem in interior lighting is to lay the basic light (an overall diffused lighting determining the luminosity of the shadows) from which we build up our half tones and highlights. Arranging the basic light is quite a simple matter, four or five photoflood lamps screwed into the ceiling and wall brackets and we have all the illumination we desire. Of course, because of their relatively short life, we do not turn them on until we are ready to film.

We can improve the efficiency of this method of lighting and further concentrate it on the area which we wish to photograph by placing small shield-like reflectors in back of the bulbs and facing toward our set. This is really a necessary precaution as in this way we keep stray light from falling on our lens. Small pieces of heavy cardboard secured to the bulb with a bit of cord or wire will serve admirably.

With the basic lighting arranged we can proceed with modeling the players and securing the desired play of light and shade across their faces. For this purpose we use our ordinary lighting units, gauze mattes, gauze diffusers and filters. The use of reflectors are too well known to require much discussion. They are used to throw back on a relatively small and local area, (such as the head in a close-up), light of a definite degree and quality, depending on the reflector used. The light is thrown back for the purpose of building up the shaded portion of the face so that the range of contrast between the highlight and the shadow side will be more equable.

Gauzing is resorted to to give a scene a beautiful, diffused quality unattainable in any other manner. In contrasty lighting it removes the hard, sharp qualities marring the effect desired. The gauze to use is black with a rather wide mesh. It is used about two or three inches in front of the lens in place of a filter. In fact you can slip it in the filter holder by gluing the gauze taut between two cardboard rims the size of a filter. It must be observed that the finer the mesh of the gauze the greater the degree of diffusion, necessitating a slightly increased exposure.

Diffusers are used for a similar purpose but they differ in that their use is to locally diffuse a portion of the light falling on the scene. If, in a semi-closeup the light falling Continued on Page 70
Why Many Enlargements Are Disappointing

by Burleigh Brooks

ONE of the most common sources of failure in obtaining good enlargements, especially from extremely small negatives, has been the movement of the camera.

And this fault is mighty hard to recognize in the print for the average make of pictures. It may impress him that his lens was out of focus, or he may even feel that the lens is not 100% true. It might appear that the lens was a bit dirty or one of the many small things that might cause poor pictures when everything else seemingly is perfect.

Movement is readily detected in the case of extreme motion, but in the large percentage of cases is so slight that it is not detected unless the negative is enlarged and examined through a powerful magnifying glass. It then appears as merely not sharp, and the user is inclined to blame the lens, enlarger, or developing.

It cannot be too strongly emphasized that it is possible to show such movement to the extent that it makes impossible good enlargements even when using a lens of a speed as high as 1/100 part of a second. It is then obvious that it is very easily possible to show movement at 1/50 of a second, and extreme care must be used when operating the camera at 1/25 of a second and slower. It is then better to always make, if possible, more than one picture of each subject, choosing the better one on completion.

There are many means of steadying the camera, such as by holding it against the cheek, chest, etc., holding the breath while exposing, and, of course, using a tripod. The cable release is of utmost importance in making slow snapshots, as the flexible movement removes a great deal of the danger.

For "Candid" photography the speeds of 1/10 and 1/5 of a second, such as are found on the Compur shutters of the Rolleiflex and Dolly, are most useful. Focal plane shutters do not generally work slower than 1/20 of a second.

Lack of perfect focus is almost as troublesome as movement, and faulty definition on account of this is also often blamed on the quality of the lens and other points. Two small negatives made at the same time will look to the eye equally sharp, but when they are enlarged the focus of one may be found to have been off just enough to impair the results. The twin lens cameras, such as the Rolleiflex, which has one lens for focusing, obviates this defect to a great extent, since with such a camera imperfect pictures are possible only by extremely careless use.

When using extremely small cameras such as the half vest-pocket size Dolly, all of the above should be taken into consideration, as well as care in developing. It is necessary that extreme care be used in every procedure, even to a fine grain developer, with such tiny cameras; otherwise, the results will be disappointing.

The larger size Rolleiflex makes negatives two and one-half by two and one-quarter inches square, which is about three times larger than the half vest-pocket size, and such exacting care and skill as is necessary with smaller cameras is thus obviously not essential with these.

The smaller the picture the more perfect your negative must be for good enlargements. It is obvious that when enlarging the small negative even to 8 x 10 that there is a great increase in every detail of the picture, we might say almost an exaggeration. Faults also are enlarged many times. Movement by the same token we might say increases. A very slight movement with a small negative is increased in the faults it produces many times greater than the same movement in an 8 x 10 negative.

The great popularity of the small negative and the possibilities of enlarging them into the desired size also brings with it added responsibilities. While these responsibilities are very slight, still when you do secure a perfect picture in the enlargement you can mark yourself down as a better photographer than if you had achieved seemingly the same results with a larger negative.
WATER FOR DEVELOPING. "I have read somewhere that the chemical contents of water has a marked effect on prints and negatives because of its action in developing. Where can I secure some published information on this?"

A. R. McD., Wilwaukee, Wis.

A very comprehensive article was published on this in the Cinematographic Annual Vol. I. This was authored by J. L. Crabtree and C. E. Matthews of the research department of the Kodak company. This lists the impurities in water, the effect of impurities on processing development. They give methods of purification of water by distillation, boiling, filtration and chemical treatment. They also describe what can be done with sea water in an extreme emergency. From the nature of your inquiry we are of the belief this article will fully answer your question.

—L. Guy Wilky, A.S.C.

KEYED PHOTOGRAPHY. "What is meant by high key, low key and medium key photography? I often see these terms mentioned in your reviews of the photography of the professional pictures."

B. C. G., Indianapolis.

These terms refer to the visual tone of the picture: high key indicating that light tones predominate; low key indicating that darker, more sombre tones predominate. Excellent examples of this are to be found in the pictorial section of the Cinematographic Annual, Vol. 2, where Plate XLII ("Pictorial Study", by Ned van Buren, A.S.C.) is an excellent high-key landscape, and Plate XLI ("Desert Study," also by Mr. van Buren) is a typical low-key landscape. Similarly, Russell Ball's portrait study of Noel Francis (Plate LI) is an excellent high-key portrait, and Lawrence Grant's "Portrait Study" (Plate XXXV) is an exemplary low-key portrait.

—John F. Seitz, A.S.C.

AIRPLANE CRASHES. "Thanks for 'Stunts and Flights' in last month's 'Here's How.' Your magazine is more and more interesting all the time. Now! How about airplane crashes?"


The majority of the airplane crashes in aerial films have been bona-fide; the stunt-man Dick Grace, referred to last month, has for a number of years made a specialty of crashing airplanes for the camera, having completed, to date, a total of about fifty crashes. He guarantees to smash an airplane exactly to order; hitting and stopping at any desired point, smashing in any way desired, and landing in any desired position (right-side-up, upside down, etc.). He has been known to place a handkerchief on the ground before a crash, promise to pick it up from the crashed plane, and smash the plane so accurately that all he had to do was reach out of the cockpit and pick up the handkerchief! He has, in doing these crashes managed to break most of his bones (including his neck), but he is still alive and still crashing planes. In some recent films, crashes have been faked, either with miniatures or with real planes thrown into the ground with a huge catapult; but in neither case is the picture so convincing as one of Grace's bona-fide crashes. In one sequence of "Hell Divers," a plane was supposed to land on a sandy beach. This beach was made on the MGM studio lot; a runway of three parallel planks, for the wheels and tail-skid, was laid down just under the surface of the sand, which was deep elsewhere, and a Navy pilot actually set one of these fast ships down on that hidden runway! For more information on plane-crashes, read Dick Grace's "Squadron of Death" and "I Am Still Alive."

—Elmer G. Dyer, A.S.C.

LARGE FINDERS FOR TELEPHOTO WORK. "I use a Filmo 70-D camera, with 1", 2" and 4" lenses. In using these lenses for quick action work, I find that the small size of the finder-mattes is a great disadvantage. How can I get a bigger finder-image?"

—C.C., Beverly Hills.

The simplest thing to do is to get an extra door for your camera, fitted with the finder of the older 70-A type. Then have a finder lens matched to the 2" lens, and engraved to show the field for the 4". For use with the 1" lens, you can get an auxiliary lens to slip over this, just as the auxiliary finder-lens for the 15 mm. lens fits over the regular 70-D finder. As a precaution, it might be well to have this auxiliary lens made of tinted glass, so you would not leave it on when using the 2" and 4" lenses.

—William Stull, A.S.C.

APERTURE MARKS. "Recently when I was shopping for a still camera I noticed that there were several different methods of marking the aperture. The Leica camera had such stops as 4.5, 6.3, 9 etc. Others had the U.S. system such as 4, 8, 16. These were confusing to me. Will you explain these different markings?"

—J. C. L., Denver.

There are three systems in vogue. The most common here and in England is the commonly termed British-American F. numbers. The Leica uses what is known as the Continental F system.

The following table will show you the relative exposure values of each system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F</th>
<th>B.A.</th>
<th>U.S.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>45.2</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>128</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

—Jackson Rose, A.S.C.

CLEANING FILM. "How can I clean film which has become dirty?"

Moisten several layers of cloth with Carbon Tetrachloride (Carbona) and run your film through this. You will find it will do a very nice job of cleaning and will not injure the film.

If, however, you wish a particularly good job of cleaning done on your film, I would suggest you send it to a film laboratory. These laboratories are equipped for just such a work. They will pass the film through various chemicals, polishers and buffers with the result that the film will look like new.

—Edward J. Schneider, A.S.C.
CINÉ-KODAK SPECIAL

EXCEEDS YOUR HIGHEST PICTURE MAKING AMBITIONS

Ciné-Kodak Special with 100-foot film chamber, 6-inch telephoto and standard f.1.9 lenses.

CINÉ-KODAK SPECIAL completely frees serious picture makers from the necessary restrictions of regular 16 mm. home movie cameras. With this remarkable instrument all of the unusual effects—such as double or multiple exposures, lap dissolves and animation—are made easy and certain.

PROMINENT FEATURES, MANY EXCLUSIVE
Variable speed control, interchangeable film chambers, reflex and eye-level finders, variable shutter, single-frame release, one- and eight-frame hand cranks, and a set of masks are but a few of the Special's outstanding appointments.

Ask your Ciné-Kodak dealer about the Special. A comprehensive descriptive booklet will be sent from Rochester free on request.

The Special's exclusive and easily operated variable slit shutter makes fades and lap dissolves easy and certain.

The one- and eight-frame hand crank shafts have many uses—among them winding back for dissolves and double exposures.

The Special's reflex finder shows the field of the taking lens on a ground glass screen—permits visual focusing with all lenses.

Interchangeable 100-foot and 200-foot film chambers enable you to switch from one film to another in a few seconds.

If it isn't an Eastman, it isn't a Kodak

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
CINEPHOTOGRAPHER Leads . . .

Here's How They Voted!

Out of a total of 1563 Votes received from every section of the country the name CINEPHOTOGRAPHER is leading by a large margin.

CINEPHOTOGRAPHER ..................1116 Votes
CINEGRAPHIST ....................... 131 Votes
CINEGRAPER ......................... 92 Votes

This represents returns up to the time of going to press. They are still coming in. You can't tell, next month may see a reversal of this listing . . . however it does seem very doubtful.

Here are some of the comments given in connection with this idea.

"Your action in giving the Amateur Cinematographer a more dignified name than Amateur Movie Maker is one of the finest things that has been done for us. I agree that Amateur is not fitting for many who are now pursuing this hobby."

"Long live CINEPHOTOGRAPHER. Deep down in my heart I always hated to admit that I was an amateur. The name Cinephotographer is going to make us a bit more proud of our hobby."

"I want to thank the American Society of Cinematographers for taking us under their wing through their publication THE AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER. I was at the point where I didn't know where to turn for the information I needed. Your campaign to give the advanced amateur a distinctive name is a mighty progressive step. I'm for CINEPHOTOGRAPHER."

This is just a few of the typical letters we received on this suggestion to give the Advanced Amateur a name that would distinctly label him as being advanced in the hobby of Cinematography.

It's not too late to vote, use a post card if you wish. Perhaps you believe the name CINEPHOTOGRAPHER can be improved. Give us your suggestion.

I prefer the name

..........................................................

for the user of Cine cameras.
Name..................................................
Street..................................................
City..................................................
Wheels of Industry
Continued from Page 56

can be used for repair purposes. Table-tops can be made resistant to acid or alkali. Walls can be finished to resist all photographic solutions. Sinks can be lined.

Hypo recovery barrels or boxes can be preserved. Darkroom floors can be made chemical-proof and can be sealed. Cem- ment floors can be water-proofed. Funnels can be made chemical-proof. Re-flections can be killed. Leather, cloth, or fabrics can be made waterproof and chemical-proof.

Above the six-foot line, protection against the ravages of photographic chemicals or water is unnecessary, but a safe color is still necessary. Another new paint supplied by the Eastman Kodak Company, "Panchromatic Green," has been compounded for this purpose.

Panchromatic Green is a light green which reflects all the light possible when a darkroom is lighted with a Panchromatic Safelight or a Series 3 Safelight. If, on the other hand, the room is lighted with a yellow or a red safe-light, the reflective power of the paint is still at a maximum for such a color. When a darkroom is painted with Panchromatic Green, the walls look light under the illumination of a Series 3 Safelight, and gray when the room is flooded with yellow light, but dark when red light is used.

16 mm Splicer and Rewind
The Fottshop announces a new 16 mm Splicer and geared Rewind which they claim is one of the lowest priced on the market and still has a utility that is surprising. The equipment contains the two rewrites, a splicer and clamp for the cementing of the film. It sells for less than five dollars.

New Filmo Projector
Bell & Howell has recently brought out a new Filmo projector, the Model R, complete with such features as 500-watt illumination, automatic power re-wind, reverse switch for running film backwards, clutch for still projection, manual framer, etc.

While a 500-watt 110-volt lamp with its intense illumination is standard for this new projector, 300-, 400-, and 500-watt 105- to 120-volt lamps may also be used.

A special device provides cooling for high power lamps, thus prolonging lamp life and giving maximum efficiency. It provides comfortable coolness for the projector exterior, too.

The manual framer takes care of out-of-frame prints, while properly made pictures are framed automatically. A lateral reflector adjustment is claimed to give maximum effectiveness to the reflector.

This projector can be had without case, clutch, rewind and reverse at a reduction in basic price.

Microscopic Device
The making of microscopic motion pictures has been greatly simplified by an attachment developed for use with a Bell & Howell 16 mm. motion picture camera and any ordinary microscope. The device consists of a horizontal tube mounting a split-beam prism which deflects about 90 per cent of the available photographic light in a parallel ray, into the regular standard 11/2 F 3.5 camera lens, which remains at infinity. The remainder of the light passes up the microscope tube, set at 160 mm., over which fits a finder-sleeve fitted with a mask which shows the user the limits of the field being photographed by the camera. This reduced amount of light reaching the eye makes it easy to observe the object that is being photo-graphed and to keep it in sharp focus by means of the fine adjustment of the microscope itself. The third part of the accessory set-up is an adjustable camera stand that raises and lowers the camera to the exact height made necessary by the particular job under the microscope objective.
Metropolitan Club to Film Manhattan

• As a club activity the Metropolitan Motion Picture Club is planning the filming of New York City. This, according to the present plan, will not consist of the usual shots of principal buildings and statues, but will show the people of New York, at work and at play, types and characters, giving a cross section of the city in the peoples that make up that interesting city.

This is a part of the news of their interesting little paper which they have given the title of "Close-Up," edited by Annette C. Decker. We highly commend the editor on her fine ability to make this two page multigraphed sheet newsy and interesting, not only to the members of the club but to anyone interested in the making of 16 mm. pictures.

Some of the things featured by this club were "Garden Close-ups" at their January meeting. This consisted of pictures made of the gardens of members. "Talk on Composition" was the special feature for the February meeting.

Hoffman Works Out Dissolves

• T. B. Hoffman who was awarded the prize for the "Ideal Home Movie" has been doing much experimenting with his film on dissolves. He is employing this particularly in assembling the pictures of his youngster's successive birthdays, dissolving one event into another.

In winding back for this purpose he has conceived the idea of placing a very minute particle of Kodak tape on the face of the film so that when he re-winds his finger will quickly feel this.

Also he works his footage out by having someone hold a stop watch so that he can correctly time the action.

Movie Star Visits With Greenbrier Club

• Jacqueline Logan, famed for her achievements in pictures, visited the Greenbrier Movie Club at their last meeting in White Sulphur Springs, W. Va. Miss Logan spent considerable time with the members of the club, according to Hal Morey, secretary, giving some of the girls pointers on make-up.

In keeping with the time the Greenbrier Club will give a Stein Party on June 16th. Prost!

Portland Meeting Features Sound On 16 mm.

• At the May meeting of the Portland Cine Club, "Sound on 16 mm." was the dominating monol that brought out not only practically a full membership, but many friends.

Arrangements for this interesting meeting were made by August Benz, secretary, and other officers of that club.

"Lighting" was given the limelight in the March gathering. In April the highlight was a demonstration of Victor Animatograph products. In May several of the pictures entered in the American Cinematographer 1932 contest were shown, and in June they have the prize winning pictures of 1932 scheduled for the highlight of the meeting.

Newcomb Making Picture For Television

• R. V. Newcomb who conducts the class in Cinematography at the University of South Dakota has just completed a 100 foot comedy on standard film for television purposes.

Just how this is going to be used, Newcomb does not state. However, it evidently is the first of its kind that has been produced exclusively for Television.

Newcomb also secured some interesting pictures for the South Dakota Board of Health of the Typhoid epidemic in Chamberlain, S. D., where there were 300 cases of typhoid in a little town of 1500 people. This picture includes interiors, hospital and laboratory scenes.

Little Shoots Picture At Midnight

• Taking advantage of the light provided by a battery of army search lights in the launching of a ship recently in New York, Duncan MacD. Little took a shot on this Leviathan of the deep and secured some mighty interesting pictures of the maiden trip of this vessel. This, also, in spite of the fact that it all occurred during a very heavy downpour of rain.

Rodakiewicz On Film Expedition

• Henry Rodakiewicz who submitted the beautiful "Portrait of a Young Man" in the 1932 Competition has joined a expedition that is headed for British Guiana. Rodakiewicz goes as the anthropologist of the party. This expedition will make a motion picture record of this expedition with Floyd Crosby who photographed a part of "Tabu" acting as the cinematographer.

Chicago To View Pictures Of Boston Club

• In an interchange of pictures the Chicago Cinema Club at its next meeting will view six reels which were sent to them by the Boston Cinema Club.

The Chicago Cinema Club sent a number of its pictures for a recent meeting of the Boston Club. These clubs not only interchange pictures, but they interchange criticisms. These criticisms spare none of the Cine producers.

Summers Uses Professional Finder

• W. J. Summers is a bit particular about getting what he sees, or is it seeing what he gets? Anyway, he has equipped his camera with one of the Harrison Professional 16 mm. finders which is built for parallax so that he can set it for the footage of the subject which he is shooting. Also according to his statement he has had it equipped with masks for lenses ranging up to 4".

San Francisco Club Makes Comedy

• As the highlight of their picnic and field day held on May 21st the Cinema Club of San Francisco set down a program that tested the ability of their members.

A rule was made that all who attended the picnic were obliged to perform any act which was requested of the cameraman. At some subsequent meeting the club will pick by vote the pictures produced with the scenes shot on this field day as a basis, although the general theme of the picture may be anything the maker desires so long as the field day shots have been worked in.

Navin Will Produce Comedy For Competition

• Jack Navin who last year entered his picture "Drifting" intended to enter a comedy in this year's competition. The picture has tentatively been titled "Sub-Deb" and will have in its leading roles Elizabeth Sutherland, Thayer Hutchinson, Ted Newman and Edward Mackenzie, all of whom appeared in "Drifting." From his brief sketch, Navin has seemingly worked out a smooth continuity that should work up to a well rounded out photoplay.
The Honor Is Yours!

No greater honor can be achieved by the Amateur motion picture maker than to be awarded one of the medallions which will be given by the American Society of Cinematographers in the 1933 Competition being conducted by this paper.

In the judging of these pictures this Society of expert cinematographers recognizes the limitations of the 16 mm. camera . . . the difficulties you must encounter without having all of the professional equipment at your command. Therefore, a recognition, an award, is an acknowledgment that your work is outstanding . . . that you have achieved great progress in the making of motion pictures.

The classifications are wide enough and varied enough to permit everyone with worthy work recognition. Last year awards were given for Photography, Kodacolor, Home Movie. Production, Scenic, Animated Cartoon, News Reel, Nature Study, Medical, Technical Process, Educational, Travel and Aerial Photography.

It is not necessary that you be a subscriber of this paper. The only rule is that you have no professional help, and that the pictures be received at the offices of the AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER not later than Oct. 31, 1933.

Each entrant, whether he wins a prize or not, will be given an expert criticism of his picture by a member of the American Society of Cinematographers.
Rolleiflex
The Camera that Thinks for You

First of all, comes the outfit. You'll need a good camera, of course; one that is light and portable; one that you've had long enough to be perfectly familiar with; one that you can get into action quickly and accurately—for nature in the raw doesn't wait for any cameraman! Now, if you are hunting out west, you'll probably be in the saddle; so you'd better make provision for slinging your camera around your neck. Forget about the case—you'll often have to get into action in a matter of split-seconds, and by the time you get the camera out of the case and ready to go, Mr. Cougar is in the next county.

Using Field Glasses
In most cases, you'll need a pair of field-glasses, so you can spot your game at a distance; for the same reason, you'll need a couple of telephoto lenses in a turret. Personally, I use an f:1.8 one inch lens, an f:3.5 two-inch lens, and an f:4.5 four-inch lens. That assortment was John Arnold's advice—and a mighty good choice, I found. You can get more powerful telephotos—but you'll need a tripod for them; besides, they won't have much depth of focus—and when you're in a hurry you can't always stop to focus perfectly. Super-Sensitive film, of course, for light-conditions won't always be perfect, by a long shot—and the extra speed of Super will save many a shot that you'd have to pass up otherwise. So will that fast one-inch lens! Incidentally, it's a good bet to practice enough beforehand so that you can hit the exposure pretty close to right every time, without having to consult a meter. Also, a camera that has a variety of speeds is mighty useful; in bad lights, you can get away with, say, 1/2 picture-speed without speeding the action much—and the extra exposure helps a lot. On the other hand, when the light is good, slow-motion pictures (taken at 32 or 64) are fascinating. I've never seen anything to equal the grace of a Cougar's movement when he's in a hurry. I've seen some of them jump out of a thirty or forty foot tree, and land running. Done in slow-motion, such action is really wonderful.

Hunting With a Camera
Continued from Page 59

Light Control
Continued from Page 62
on a person is too harsh, and yet you do not wish to diffuse the entire scene, you will have to resort to a gauze diffuser. Cover a rather large barrel hoop with a layer or two of white gauze, depending on the intensity of the sun and the amount of diffusion desired, and fasten this hoop to the end of a long pole so that it can be easily handled at a distance. To use, it is simply held between the source of the light and the person being photographed. In this way only the light falling on the person is diffused while the rest of the scene is illuminated with just as much hard light as before.

If you do not wish to use gauze in diffusing a scene you can secure diffusion filters which are equally efficient. They may be obtained in several different degrees of diffusion. The most popular one is the Schiebe 1 1/2, which is mostly used for close-ups as it eliminates most of the harsh lines on the face. A .75x increase in the exposure is required with all types of emulsions.

Then again the neutral density filters perform a similar function. They are used to modify extreme harshness and to soften strong contrasts such as sunsets, back-light on water, strong sunlight on white expanses such as sandy beaches and the like. These filters come in four degrees, ranging from the 25% with a factor of 2 for all types of emulsions to the 100% with a factor of 8 for all types of emulsions.

The old reliable K-3 and G filters have other uses in addition to their color correction and haze cutting properties. In flat daylight they will increase the contrast to a considerable degree. In place of the no longer obtainable K-3 filter, the X1 and X2 filters will perform a similar function. Their factors, as always, depends on the type of emulsion they are being used with.

In addition to all the aforementioned devices and dodges there is one other factor which is quite necessary. And that is . . . common sense. In fact, it should be used at all times in cine work, it will always improve the film.
Shooting Indian Sun Dance

Continued from Page 60

paid them three hundred dollars for permission to take pictures of their ceremony. Since that time a movie camera means big money to them.

But the agent tipped me off to some big medicine—and it worked. Get to the festivities before the real ceremonies begin. Give each dancer a dollar, there are usually about ten dancers, and they will go through their stuff for you, adding a few extra flourishes for your especial benefit. Perhaps a fifty cent piece would do the trick this year—who knows?

Studying the Professional

Continued from Page 61

advertised, the unsung portion of the program that will give you the basis of what your type of picture should contain of either scenic or travel. The majority of those pictures are shot so that they do not depend upon the sound of the occasion, but are given either a music background later or a descriptive talk. Basically they are silent. Study those pictures when you in the theatre and then analyze what they contained to make them interesting to you. You'll find it's the human and intimate things. Those scenes which showed the spirit of the event, whether it is lethargic or of a high tempo. Those pictures will inspire you.

Victor Reverse Action Camera

Effective June 1st, Reverse Action will be included as a regular feature of the Model 5 Victor Camera, according to a current announcement by Victor Cinephotography Corporation, Davenport, Ia. This feature will not be accompanied by an increase in price.

It is expected that Reverse Action will be made available to present Victor users also, as it is claimed that the feature can be built into cameras of users willing to pay a reasonable alteration charge.

The Victor method of handling this permits the film to be backed up for making lap-dissolves or double exposures without the slightest hazard of losing the film loop or piling the film up as both feed and take-up reel shafts are power-motivated and equipped with friction clutches. Film action is reversed by means of a hand crank, which facilitates counting of film frames.

Double exposure and dissolves is brought to Victor users by means of this newly developed reverse action. This seemingly is the popular trend among present Cinematographers who are de-}

The New Voigtlander Prominent Eliminates Guesswork

it

• finds the range
• focuses automatically
• measures the exposure time
• shows you direct vision view

ALL WITHOUT ANY OUTSIDE ACCESSORIES

FREE OR MONEY BACK

Victor Reverse Action Camera

The only camera giving you the option in direction—up or down. This feature is new and unique. It makes it possible to either shoot behind you or to shoot the subject directly. In both cases, you can focus on your subject and be sure that the camera is accurately focused on your subject.

The Victor Reverse Action Camera provides you with the following features:

1. Reverse Action
2. Automatic Focus
3. Direct Vision View

This camera is built with the finest materials and is guaranteed to be free from defects. It is covered by a full one-year warranty. The Victor Reverse Action Camera is priced at $82.50, which includes the carrying case.

WILLoughby's

110 West 32nd Street

New York City
AGFA 16mm. Duplicates

The quality of a Reversible Stock is reflected in the duplicates it will make. Agfa’s fame is unquestioned—our system permits of corrections and frequently a finer print in the duplicate than was contained in the original. For extra prints of your most prized pictures you can make no wiser choice than Agfa Reversible Duplicates.

Agfa Reversible Panchromatic Safety Film—
Agfa Reversible Super-sensitive Panchromatic Film
Ask Your Dealer

AGFA ANSCO CORPORATION
Binghamton, N. Y., U. S. A.

At last
the Silent
Camera!

Special Effect Use of Filters
Continued from Page 51

the light to pass through it that is of the same color as the filter. Example: a pure red filter passes a pure red light, while a pure blue passes a blue, and so forth.

(b). A transparent color filter stops or prevents light from passing through it which is of a different color than that of the filter up to its saturation point.

(c). The saturation point of a color filter depends upon the purity of the color, the density of the color, and the intensity of the light that it is filtering.

Interpreting those three sub-divisions of selective filters in terms of exposure and balance on a Pan-chromatic negative,

Color and Exposure

Division (a) means that if we have a red object (for convenience we will use the term colored object, meaning that we have colored light coming from the object, whether it is caused by illuminating white with a colored light or illuminating a colored object with white light), and add a red filter to the camera which is of the same color as the object, there will be substantially no change in the density or exposure of the red object on the film as compared with not using a filter. In other words, a color filter does not change the exposure of an object which is the same color as the filter.

Division (b) means that if we have a red object and add a blue, or green filter (there being only three primary colors) to the camera, there will be a change in the density or exposure of the red object on the film as compared with not using a filter and this amount of change in exposure is dependent upon the saturation point of the filter.

Amount of Color Important

Division (c) would probably become confusing if all the factors were taken into consideration, so we will only consider the most important factor, which is density, or amount, of color in both the filter and the object and interchange the expressions, saturation point for density of colors so that the difference in exposure or density on the film in the (b) illustration would be dependent upon the density of the color filter and color of the object, or, combining (b) and (c) in a general statement, a color filter will only change the exposure of an object which is of a different color than that of the filter, and the amount of change in exposure is dependent upon the density of the filter, and amount of color from the object.

As we have formulated rules which apply only to colored objects, and colored filters, we should also consider colored filters for non-colored objects, or whites, blacks, grays; as I have stated above, the neutral or non-selective filters do not
have any effect upon colored objects except to change the exposure equally for all, the reverse being also true when the objects have no color and a colored filter is added, the exposure is simply decreased, depending upon the density of the colored filter, or a colored filter is only selective when there is color for it to select from, and this rule, although applying to the use of all filters is of greatest importance in the special effect use of filters, because without colored objects there is no filter which can be added to create an out of balance condition that cannot be done with a change of exposure.

Filters can be a complicated tool in the hands of the photographer. Few seemingly know that many filters might serve a double purpose. This basic knowledge must be possessed in order to use the filter intelligently. The thing to be determined before using the filter is to decide whether it is for special effect or for correction.

This article dwells briefly with the fundamental purposes of filters. Their other phases will be gone into in future articles.

You Must Keep Emulsions Dry In Tropics
Continued from Page 53
Bell and Howell for either black and white or color. We carried several Eyemos. Other than that our spare parts consisted of the smaller things mostly.

The sound equipment we took with us was never unpacked. We intended to get the jungle noises of birds and animals, but decided we could get them just as well back here in Hollywood, at the zoo.

We also had with us Steinman developing reels, but built our own tanks there in Ceylon. Built our own drying drums. We wanted to keep our equipment down to a minimum for both our trip on the ocean and our travel to the base of operation.

Cemented lenses gave me trouble. The moisture seemed to creep between the two elements . . . . to penetrate right into that cement and ruin my lenses. I stuck to un cemented lenses on that trip and sealed my cemented lenses in water tight containers.

Moisture crept right between those pieces of glass, as tightly as they are fitted into the mounts, as carefully as they are constructed. This to me was a surprise. I felt that there must be some limit to where that creeping moisture could go . . . . to the extent it could cause trouble. But its action is slow . . . . sure—just like the heat pressing . . . . creeping . . . . clinging, never letting you forget you are in the tropics.

Vernon L. Walker, A. S. C.
Is one of the latest to join the ranks of "Crescent" insured. It saved him money, because we gave him a 90c camera rate and a 20% discount on auto insurance.

There is a reason why so many leading cameramen insure with us.

CRESCENT BROKERAGE CORPORATION
INSURANCE IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
Roland C. Kennell, Manager
416 W. 8th St., Los Angeles TR 8677

WE WANT
35 mm. travel, fight, thrill and curiosity films from all parts of the earth. Unusual and interesting films depicting the life and habits of Asiatic people as well as others.

Send us description and length of subject. Cash will be remitted for any subject accepted.

We have for sale negative and positive short ends, both Eastman and Dupont.

Continental Film Craft, Inc.
1611 Cosmo St., Hollywood, Calif.

30% to 60% Cash Savings
on 16 mm. and 35 mm. cameras, projectors and accessories. Write for Bass Bargainingram. Specify size of apparatus interested in. For over 22 years Value Leaders of the nation. Your copy is ready. Write for it.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
179 W. Madison St., Chicago, I11.

ROY DAVIDGE FILM LABORATORIES
Negative Developing and Daily Print Exclusively
6701 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
Granite 3108

American Cinematographer

MULTICOLOR Film Laboratories

Complete Technical Service

- Black and White Processing
- Daily and Release Printing
- Lavenders and Dupe Negatives
- Color Processing
- Cutting Room Facilities
- Projection Rooms
- Theatre Preview Rooms
- Camera Rentals

7000 Romaine St.
Hollywood, Calif.
Phone H011ywood 7741

Scheibe's Filters
In world-wide use since 1922

SOUND RECORDING EQUIPMENT FOR ALL APPLICATIONS
CINEMA SOUND EQUIPMENT COMPANY
8572 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.

George H. Scheibe
Orienter of Eyewotter Filters
1933 W. 7th St., Los Angeles, Calif.
Riddle Me This
Continued from Page 52
if the subject-matter is properly chosen, more than justify the added effort necessary.

HAL MOHR, A.S.C., Cinematographer of "Broadway," "The King of Jazz," etc.
"I do not feel that the existing natural-color processes have as yet attained perfection, either in operation or in results. Therefore, I feel that under existing conditions, black-and-white is the more expressive medium as well as the more economical. However, I firmly believe in the future of natural-color cinematography. It is bound to achieve technical, artistic and operative perfection; probably it will do so sooner than any of us expect. When the day comes that we can make perfect natural-color pictures on the same efficient basis of our present perfected black-and-white, I shall certainly prefer to work in color, for it offers greater opportunities for creative artistry than black-and-white can begin to approach.

WALT DISNEY, Creator and producer of "Mickey Mouse" and the "Silly Symphonies."
"For some time past, we have been making our 'Silly Symphonies' in Technicolor. The results have been most satisfactory. Our methods have been unchanged except that in creating our stories, we have naturally chosen plots and subject-matter which lent themselves to the fantastic application of color; in other words, we have seen to it that the color was an integral part of every script, rather than a mere accessory. As to the box-office reaction to color, I can say little, for that is more intimately the concern of the distributor than of the producer. I can, however, repeat, that we feel well satisfied, and entirely justified in making our release in Technicolor."

We Wore Silk Gloves in Alaska
Continued from Page 54
when it became frozen and too cold we used airplanes. These small boxes were mighty convenient in the loading of a plane.

Because of the contraction and expansion of the elements in the tubes we quickly discovered we had to tune the light valve in the temperature in which they were to be used. Electrostatic condensors and other vital parts we wrapped in fawn skin.

While it was the expectation that the sound we would receive would not be up to par . . . and we were told sound would suffer because of the cold, we have found in tests that it was not noticeably affected.

We kept the cold out so we could get the sound in.
DIRECTORY of DEALERS

Handling the American Cinematographer

ARIZONA
Phoenix: Studio of Sound, P. 0. Box 1671.
Tucson: William M. Dennis, 22 United Bank
Nogales: A. W. Lohn, 309 Morley Ave.

ARKANSAS
Judsonia: Lee’s Novelty House.

CALIFORNIA
Beverly Hills: Bob Robinson Home Movies, 417 N. Beverly Drive.
Hollywood Camera Exchange, Ltd., 1600 N. Cahuenga Blvd.
Hollywood Movie Supply Co., 6038 Sunset Blvd.
Morgan Camera Shop, 6305 Sunset Blvd.
Universal News Agency, 1655 Las Palmas.
Los Angeles: California Camera Hospital, 321 O. T. Johnson Bldg.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 643 So. Hill Street.
Educational Projecto Film Co., 317 N. Fairfax.
T. Ivata Art Store, 256 East First St.
Lehnkering Pharmacy, 1501 N. Western Ave.
B. N. Nichols, 731 South Hope St.
Tappenbeck & Culver, 10958 Weyburn Ave., Westwood Village.
Wilshire Personal Movies, 3150 Wilshire Blvd.

Monrovia: Clif’s Photo Art Shop
North Hollywood: Studio City Pharmacy, 12051 Ventura Blvd.
Orange: Adams & Co., 380 14th St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1918 Broadway.
Pasadena: The Flag Studio, 59 East Colorado St.
Richard Fromme, 905 S. Fair Oaks.
A. C. Vroman, 329 East Colorado St.
Richmond: La Moine Drug Co., 900 Macdonald Ave.
Sacramento: Frank McDougall, 1017 10th St.
San Bernardino: Steele’s Photo Service, 370 D Street.
San Diego: Harold E. Lutes, 958 Fifth St.
Ace Drug Co., 820 W. Washington St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 419 Broadway.
San Francisco: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 216 Post St.
Hirsch & Kaye, 239 Grant Ave.
San Francisco Camera Exchange, 88 Third St.
Schwabacher-Frey Stationary Co., 735 Market St.
San Francisco Clay & Co., Kearny & Sutter Sts.
Trainor-Parsons Optical Co., 226 Post Street.
San Pedro: Webb’s Photo Supply Store, 66 So. First St.
San Rafael: Webb & Rogers, 4th & B Sts.
Santa Barbara: J. Walter Collinge, 1127 State St.
The Camera Shop, 800 State St.
Faulding’s, 623 State St.
& Sutter St.
Logan Studios, 20 N. San Joaquin St.

COLORADO
Denver: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 626 Sixteenth St.
The May Co., 16th & Champa Sts.

CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport: Harvey & Lewis Co., 1148 Main St.

DENMARK:
San Antonio: E. Challenger & Son.
Wilmington: Butler’s Inc., 415 Market St.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington: Columbia Photo Supply Co., Inc., 1424 New York Ave., N.W.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 607 14th St., N.W.
Robbins, National Press Bldg., 529 14th St., N.W.

FLORIDA
Clearwater: Courtesy Cigar Store, Post Office Arcade.
Miami: Miami Photo Supply Co., 31 E. First Ave.
St. Petersburg: Robinson’s Camera Shop, 410 Central Ave.
Tampa: Burgert Bros., Inc., 608 Madison St.

GEORGIA
Atlanta: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 183 Peachtree St.

IDAHO

ILLINOIS
Chicago: Almer, Cee & Co., 105 N. Wabash Ave.
Associated Film Libraries, Inc., Suite 224, 190 N. State St.
Bass Camera Co., 179 West Madison St.
Central Camera Co., 230 S. Wabash Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 133 N. Wabash Ave.
Lake Shore Radio Co., 3204-6 Broadway.
Lyons & Healy, Inc., Wabash Ave. at Jackson Blvd.
Stanley Warren Co., 918 Irving Park Blvd.
Norman Willets Co., 318 W. Washington St.
Wolfs Camera Co., 201 S. Dearborn St.
Evanston: Almer, Cee & Co., 1645 Orrington Ave.
Halstrom & Sanders, Inc., 702 Church St.
Galesburg: Illinois Camera Shop, 84 So. Prairie St.
Moline: Selenium Kodak Co., 1507 Fifth Ave.
Rockford: Johnson Photo Shop, 316 E. State St.
Springfield: Camera Shop, The, 320 S. Fifth St.

INDIANA
Evansville: Smith & Butterfield, 310 Main St.
Fort Wayne: The Howard Co., Inc., 112 W. Wayne St.
Indianapolis: L. S. Ayers & Co., Dept. 290, 1 West Washington St.
South Bend: Ault Camera Shop, 122 S. Main St.
Terre Haute: Snyder’s Art Store, 21 S. 7th St.

IOWA
Cedar Rapids: Camera Shop, 220 Third Ave.
Davenport: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 318 Brady St.
Des Moines: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 808 Locust St.

Iowa City: Rexall & Kodak Store, 124 E. College St.
Sioux City: Lynn’s Photo Finishing, Inc., 419 Pierce St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 608 Pierce St.
Waterloo: Mack’s Photo Shop.

KANSAS
Wichita: Jack Lewis Film Service, 329 Sedgwick Building.
Lawrence Photo Supply, 149 N. Lawrence Ave.

KENTUCKY
Lexington: W. W. Still, 129 W. Short St.
Sutcliffe Co., 225 S. 4th Ave.

LOUISIANA
Alexandria: The Newcomb Studios, 324 Johnston.
Monroe: Griffin Studios, P. O. Box 681.
New Orleans: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 213 Baronne St.

MAINE
Auburn: Wells Sporting Goods Co., 52-54 Court St.
Portland: Bicknell Photo Service, 43 Exchange St.

MARYLAND
Baltimore: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 309 N. Charles St.
Berkley: Film Sales Co., 40 Stuart St.

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 38 Bromfield St.
Boston Camera Exchange, 44 Bromfield St.
Cinecraft Co., of New England, 80 Boylston St.
Ralph Harris Co., 30 Bromfield St.
Andrew J. Lloyd Co., 300 Washington St.
Pathescope Co. of the N. E. Inc., 438 Stuart St.
Pinkham & Smith Co., 15 Bromfield St.
Stillfilm Sales Co., 40 Stuart St.
Braintree: Alves Photo Shop, 349 Washington St.
Lowell: Donaldson’s, 75 Merrimack St.
Lynn: Moehring’s, Inc., 490 Washington St.
New Bedford: J. Arnold Wright, 7 S. Sixth St.
Newtonville: Newton Photo Shop, 92 Bower St.
Pittsfield: E. C. Kilian, 411 North St.
Salem: Pitman Movie Service, 45 Summit Ave.
Springfield: Harvey & Lewis Co., 1503 Main St.
J. E. Cheney & Co., Inc., 301 Bridge St.
Worcester: Harvey & Lewis Co., 513 Main St.

MICHIGAN
Detroit: Crowley, Milner & Co.
Clark Cine-Service, Rooms 203-204 Professional Bldg., 10 Peterboro.
Detroit Camera Shop, 424 Grand River W.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1235 Washington Blvd.
H. C. Film Service, 12191 Jene Ave. J. L. Hudson Co., Dept. 290.
Flint: Gardner Photo Service.
Grand Rapids: Camera Shop Stores, Inc., 56 Monroe Ave.
Grand Rapids Photo Service, 44 Monroe Ave.
Jackson: Royal Film Service, 125 Michigan Ave.
W.
Pullman: Graves Studio.
Seattle: Anderson Supply Co., 111 Cherry St.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1415 - 4th Ave.
Lowman & Hanford Co., 1514 - 3rd Ave.
Spokane: Joyner Drug Co., Howard & Riverside Ave.
Tacoma: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 910 Broadway.

WEST VIRGINIA
Wheeling: Twelfth St. Garage, 81 - 12th St.

WISCONSIN
Fond du Lac: Huber Bros., 36 S. Main St.
La Crosse: Moon Photo Service, 313 Main St.
Madison: Photoart House, 212 State St.
Milwaukee: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 737 N. Milwaukee St.
Boston Store, Wisconsin Ave. & 4th St.
W. E. Brown, 327 W. National Ave.
Gimbel Bros., E. Wisconsin & N. Plankington.
Photoart House, The, 226 West Wells St
Philadelphia: jakoubek's, 132 N. Lake Ave.
Store.
Racine: Photo-Crafts Shop, 526 College Ave.

AUSTRAILIA

CHINA
Canton: International Book Co., 269 North Wing Hon Road.

ENGLAND

HAWAII
Honolulu: Eastman Kodak Stores, 1059 Fort St.

INDIA
Bombay: Continental Photo Stores, 255 Hornby Road.
P. C. Erankee Sons, Albert Bldgs., Hornby Road.
Calcutta: Photographic Stores & Agency Co., 154 Dhuramtolla St.
M. L. Shaw, 5/1 Dhuramtolla St.

MEXICO
American Photo Supply Co. S.A., Av. F.1, Madero, 43, Mexico, D.F.

POLAND
Warsaw: Polska Agencia Prasy Filmowej Wspolna 35.

SOUTH AMERICA

DuPont's Infra "D" Pierces Mist
Finding that the regular supersensitive and panchromatic film would not give a night effect over the clouds that would be satisfactory, the camera department of Metro Goldwyn Mayer turned to the DuPont Infra "D" film which is highly sensitive to the Infra Red Rays. Elmer Dyer, A.S.C. was assigned to secure these shots. Using this film together with such filters as the 88 he not only turned the sky black and secured the desired effect, but the white clouds stood out very prominently with the film reaching beyond the haze and picking up additional clouds that were not visible to the eye.

"At an altitude of 10,000 feet" said Dyer, "I picked up scenes from 55 to 60 miles away. Things that were hidden to me beyond the haze. From above Lake Elsinore the camera registered San Pedro and other surrounding country.
"One interesting observation in the use of this film was that it turned the green leaves on the trees white. Seemingly they reflect a great deal of the red to secure this effect."

Multicolor Reopens As Laboratory
The Multicolor plant of Hollywood which has been under the guidance of a receiver for many months has been taken over as a private venture by Robert Fulwider to be operated as a laboratory for black and white prints as well as color works.
Phil Van Dusen who has long been associated with laboratory as camera work and who efficiently conducted this plant in the past has been put in charge of the laboratory under the new organization.

Fleischer Invents Animating Device
An "Approach camera" has been invented by Max Fleischer, cartoon producer. This is used in making cartoon closeups. It is claimed this device allows photographing of drawings with camera as near as one inch, as compared with the 14 inch distance ordinarily required. The outfit is said to include a swingback objective bed.

Dean Becomes Dealer
Some time during June, Faxon Dean, well known cameraman, will launch a photographic supply business in Hollywood, on Cahuenga between Hollywood Blvd. and Selma Ave., under the firm name of Camera Supply Co.
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Experimenting With Carbon Lights for Color

The National Carbon Company has been experimenting with carbon to quiet them to such a point that they will be usable under present studio conditions. They have been encouraged in this work it is understood by the Technicolor company who find carbon more ideal for their three color work because of the great amount of blue the carbon light gives off.

Mole-Richardson is in the last stages of constructing a lamp house for these carbons. It is expected that these lamps will be ready for their final test within the next month.

Modern Photography Annual

Our eye has had its annual feast, Modern Photography, Studio Annual edited by C. G. Holme has just come to our desk.

To try it's a delight in composition, in beautiful photographic effects, in lighting would be slighting this fine work. It is a splendid education in the trend and advancement of modern photography. Contributors from all corners of the world are included in its covers, but, possibly a bit surprising was the great number of prints from newspaper photographers whose credo is "get the picture" often compelling them to sacrifice quality.

Modern Photography is published by the Studio Publications, Inc., 381 Fourth Ave., New York City.

MGM Installs Bell & Howell Automatic Printers

Following a series of exhaustive tests, the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios has installed a battery of recently developed Bell & Howell automatic sound and picture film printers.

Consolidated to Continue Independent Financing

Consolidated Film Industries, Inc., which has been more or less the backbone of many of the independent producers in Hollywood strongly deny the contention that they will no longer back the independent ventures.

A statement emanating from R. I. Poucher, vice-president of that company states in part: "Our policy to finance independent production for reliable independent producers continues in the future as in the past and independent producers can have our assistance at any time they need it."

With their main business laboratory work the Consolidated organization has been instrumental in the backing of a great number of independent pictures where the principals have been able to show a certain amount of capital and at least a reasonable production that indicated box-office possibilities.

Classified Advertising

Rates: Four cents a word. Minimum charge, one dollar per insertion.

FOR RENT—MISCELLANEOUS


FOR RENT—Mitchell high speed gear box complete. Pliny Horne, 1318 N. Stanley. Phone: HO-7682 or HO-9431.

* You want The Cinematographic Annual *

FOR SALES OR RENT

FOR SALE OR RENT—Mitchell and Bell & Howell silenced cameras, follow focus Pan lenses, free head, corrected new aperture. Akeley, DeBrie, Pathe, Universal, Prevost, Willart, DeVry, Eyemo, Sept, Leica. Motors, Printers, lighting equipment. Also every variety of 16mm and still cameras and projectors. Everything photographic bought, sold, rented and repaired. Send for our bargain catalogue. Open 8 A.M. to 10 P.M. Hollywood Camera Exchange, 1600 Cahuenga Blvd. Phone: HO 3651; Cable address Hocamex.

FOR RENT—CAMERAS

FOR RENT—Thoroughly silenced Mitchell cameras, Pan Astro lenses, follow focus. J. R. Lockwood, Glendale. Douglas 3361-W.

FOR RENT—Mitchell high speed camera with latest 40, 50 and 75 mm. Pan-Astro lenses. 1000 ft. magazines: loose head, tripod. Pliny Horne, 1318 N. Stanley. Phone: HO-7682 or HO-9431.

FOR SALE—CAMERAS

Akeley Camera—Practically new, rebuilt for color; 40mm. and 50mm. lenses; 10 magazines; cases; tripod. Cost $5.000 —will sell for $1250. Box R.W.S. call American Cinematographer.

FOR SALE—35 MM. Pathe Studio Camera, 1 f:3.5 Krauss Tessar: carrying case; three magazines, $100. Universal Tripod with carrying-case, $75. Box S, American Cinematographer, 1222 Guarantee Bldg., Hollywood.

FOR SALE—Bell & Howell Standard Aperture Camera with Mitchell standard pan and tilt tripod 4—400 ft. magazines; 2" Raytar F 2.9; 2" Carl Zeiss F 2.7 and 3" Goerz Hypar F 2.7 lenses; Lens Shade and Filter Holder. Veeder counter. Address Box E 145, American Cinematographer, 6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

FOR SALE—Bell & Howell adapter for Mitchell tripod head, 40-50-75-M.M. Astro lenses mounted and unmouted, Mitchell tripod head, Mitchell matte box. J. R. Lockwood, 523 N. Orange St., Glendale, Calif. Douglas 3361-W.

FOR SALE—Akeley Camera No. 230. Tripod with Mitchell legs, baby tripod, hieh hat, adjustable shutter, 6 magazines; 2-2in. F 2.7, 4 in. F 2.3 6 in. F 2.7 12 in. F 5.6 lenses with finder lenses, Motor attachment, carrying cases, first class condition. J. P. Muller, 7825 Hampson St., New Orleans, La.

FOR SALE—Ica "Monopol" semi-portable 35 M.M. projector, complete with carrying-cases and extra carbons. Box S, care American Cinematographer.

FOR SALE—Special complete 16 mm. editor with geared rewinds, magnifier and splicer, $4.50 plus postage. Money refunded if not satisfactory. FOTOSHOP, 136 West 32nd St., New York City.

544 pages of valuable information.

WANTED

SHOTGUNS, Target Pistols, Rifles and other good firearms may be traded in at liberal allowances on any photographic equipment, new or used, including Bell & Howell Eyemo and Filmos. Eastman, Victor, Leitz, Zeiss, Stewart Warner and other leading makes. NATIONAL CAMERA EXCHANGE, 5 South 5th St., Minneapolis, Minn.

WANTED—Sept Camera must be reasonable. Address Box V150 American Cinematographer, 6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

WANTED—DeVry 35mm. Hand-camera, double-claw movement. Must be cheap and in good condition. Box 0, care American Cinematographer.


WANTED—Mitchell High Speed Silent Camera, box only, without equipment. Must be cheap for cash. Box 140, American Cinematographer.

SALES AGENTS or representatives for exclusive state distribution for Apex Professional Film for the Amateur. Apex Films, Inc., 722 Seventh Ave., New York.
HALF of the time the enthusiastic comment that runs through a town like wildfire is prompted by the general effect a picture creates... and that means visual effect as well as mental and emotional.

Today no picture can hope to get ecstatic word-of-mouth advertising, or to reach the zenith of its potential success, without superlative screen quality. And the foundation of that is Eastman Super-sensitive Panchromatic Negative, with gray backing.
For Efficiency of Operation—

Your camera must be in first class condition

- -

Our staff of trained camera maintenance experts—
Together with a complete supply of parts—enables us to render prompt and efficient service on all repair work.

- -

MITCHELL CAMERA CORPORATION

665 N. ROBERTSON BOULEVARD
WEST HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Cable Address "MITCAMCO"

Phone OXford 1051